
cross-industry innovation 
keynotes, master classes & projects 

Boost your business & innovation efforts  
by learning from other sectors
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W W X D ?

What 
Would x 

Do?

 
In this chapter we 
investigate how other 
companies tackle their 
business challenges and 
what you can learn  
from them. 

By no means can we be comprehensive, 

as we could easily write an entire book 

(in some cases multiple) per company on 

lessons to learn from them. We have 

chosen a few well-known companies 

and hope to offer a few, perhaps lesser 

known insights.

Keep in mind that cross-industry 

innovation analogies can be drawn at 

various levels: from products to services, 

to processes, to strategies, to leadership 

styles, to business models.

 
Now ask yourself: What Would x Do?
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A great idea is not 
an invention,  

it’s a discovery. Cross-industry innovation is 
the commitment we make to 
the process of asking questions, 
combining elements  finding 
patterns and testing concepts.
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‘Worked with Ramon & Marc on multiple challenges and they always seem to be able to apply 
enormous amounts of creativity to their workshops/sessions. Whether it’s about behaviour, strategy, 
team-spirit or out-of-the-box-thinking, it’s always worthwhile exchanging thoughts with Ramon & 
Marc!’ 
Peter Lathouwers, Team Leader Business Intelligence – Nike

‘I do not know anybody besides Ramon Vullings and Marc Heleven who can present, illustrate and 
explain issues around innovation both in such an excellent quality and in such an exciting way. This 
new book will fascinate you and amuse you as well. You will find very clear statements about cross-
industry innovation, great illustrations and pictures you won t́ forget. Thinking outside of the box is 
crucial for pushing innovation. Not invented here does this in a very entertaining way.’ 
Dr. Michael Brandkamp, Managing Director - High-Tech Gründerfonds Management GmbH

‘Ramon is one of the most enthusiastic and energetic people I know. He is very inspiring and creative. 
He is able to let individuals, small or large groups discover parts of their brains they didn’t know 
existed. For new business, creative strategy settings or stimulating R&D groups, Ramon is the one to 
call.’ 
Martin De Ruiter, Manager Supply Chain Operations - FloraHolland
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Cross-industry innovation keynotes 
the lessons from other sectors 

Based on the book: Not Invented Here, Ramon Vullings 
delivers highly engaging keynotes, with custom examples 
suited to your business. 
 
In this engaging keynote, the participants will: 
- get an understanding of how cross-industry innovation works 
- be inspired by many practical examples 
- get familiair with the Concept-Combine-Create method 
- learn to 2 key cross-industry tools 
- feel empowered to think & act cross-industry directly! 

Keynotes
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SCIENCE  
DISCOVERY 
CHANNEL?

IDEA  

COMPETITIONS IN  

OTHER SECTORS?

OUR ALUMNI 
NET WORK?

STORIES BY SUCCESFUL 

ENTREPRENEURS?

CROWD
SOURCING?

SCIENCE
FICTION?

HISTORY?

PATENT
DATABASES?

MY
COMPETITORS?

MY
CLIENTS?

NASA?

NATURE OR
BIOLOGY?

MY  
SUPPLIERS?

KIDS?

TREND REPORTS  

FROM OUTSIDE MY 

INDUSTRY?

MUSEUM OF  
CONTEMPORY ART?

NEW PEOPLE AT  

THE COMPANY? TRADE 
MISSIONS?

CROWD  
FUNDING  

S ITES?

MAGAZINES  

AND WEBSITES  

ON DESIGN?

THE  
START-UP  
SCENE?

VISTING  
OTHER CITIES?

HACKATONS?

TOP 100  
INNOVATIVE 
COMPANIES?

COMPANY
VISITS?

...

Where  
do you get  
your best 
cross-industry  
ideas?

?
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DISCOVER 
Masterclass 1: Cross-industry innovation in action 
Discover the power of learning from other sectors 

SEARCH 
Masterclass 2: Cross-industry innovation tools & techniques 
Learn how to structurally search for insights for your business 
challenges 

BUILD 
Masterclass 3: Become a cross-industry innovation expert 
Build your own cross-industry innovation capacity 

RUN 
Programme: Tackle innovation challenges in a lateral way 
Co-create a cross-industry innovation program with one or 
multiple teams at your company to deliver tangible results 

Master classes
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Masterclass 1 : Cross-industry innovation in action 
Discover the power of learning from other sectors  

Content: 
• Introduction to cross-industry innovation 
• Scanning for innovation opportunities for your organisation 
• The art of beautiful questions to start innovation 
• Exploring the cross-industry innovation model: concept – combine – create 
• Find curators that already have solved your challenges 
• How to look for inspiring companies or industries 

Practical: 
• Half day 
• One or two trainers 
• Participants will receive the book 'Not invented here: cross-industry innovation' and a set of physical 

and online cross-industry tool cards 

NOTE: In many cases an extended interactive keynote is also a great format 

Discover
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Masterclass 2: Cross-industry innovation tools & techniques 
Learn how to structurally search for insights for your business challenges  

Content: 
• Cross-industry innovation: a systematic approach to innovation 
• In-depth: 5 concrete tools to start your cross-industry innovation journey 
• Learn to use the 5 tools to real innovation challenges of the participants:  

- Apply the 21 ways for cross-industry innovation to your innovation challenge 
- Cross-industry searching on internet: live websearch by participants 
- Work with business synonyms: break your industry jargon 
- Use the cross-industry jackpot 
- Remix or disrupt your (or someone else’s) business: 11 ways 

Practical: 
• One day 
• Two trainers 
• Participants will receive the book 'Not invented here: cross-industry innovation' and a set of physical 

and online cross-industry tool cards 

Learn

crossindustryinnovation.com
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Cross-industry  transfer map
Steps
1. Think of an inspiring organisation and write down the name (or draw the logo).
2. List the key properties of WHAT they do and HOW they do it (write on Post-its).
3. Select certain practices (Post-its) and transfer them to your situation, ask yourself: 

“How can we apply these insights?”

3. Create

Our situation:
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START QUESTION

How might we reduce the waiting time?

CL
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How might we (HMW) increase customer 

satisfaction regarding waiting time at the 

checkout?

How might we increase customer 

satisfaction?

How might we improve 

transit time?
How might we split up 

the waiting time?
How might we use 

express checkouts?

How might we attract more 

customers?

CROSS-INDUSTRY PROBLEM SOLVING

cross-industry alternative 1 – How might we:

... make waiting more pleasant?

cross-industry alternative 2 – How might we: 

... make waiting useful?

cross-industry alternative 3 – How might we:

... eliminate waiting time?

 
Think of these cross-industry solutions

Disney: in-line entertainment

Thailand: our fli flo  ait or ou

Hotels: ree i

 
Think of these cross-industry solutions

Educational: in-line infotainment

Networking: queues based on interests

Health: tne  aiting (to burn calories)

 
Think of these cross-industry solutions

Airport: self-scanning and checkout

Internet: home delivery

Catering: butler service

1
2

3

3
2

1

T O O L

The art  
of looking 
sideways

1. efine your start uestion

2. Transcend the question and ask “Why?” 

or “What is the purpose?”  ringing you 

to a higher level of conceptualisation.

3. From this helicopter view you will be able 

to move sideways in the diagram, which 

wi  he p you to redefine the uestion in a 

cross-industry way. This opens up a whole 

world of possibilities and links with other 

industries that have already addressed 

similar questions before.

4. Think of the various industries that have 

implemented your solution already.

crossindustryinnovati
on.com
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Masterclass 3: Become a cross-industry innovation expert 
Build your own cross-industry innovation capacity  

Day 1 - Content: 
• Introduction to cross-industry innovation 
• Scanning for innovation opportunities for you 
• The art of beautiful questions to start innovation 
• Exploring the cross-industry innovation model 
• Find your curators 
• How to look for inspiring companies or industries 
• Gain inspiration from nature and strange sectors 
• Use the cross-industry innovation toolkit 

Practical: 
• Two days 
• Two trainers 
• Participants will receive the book 'Not invented here: cross-industry innovation' and a set of physical 

and online cross-industry tool cards 

Build

crossindustryinnovation.com

Day 2 - Content: 
• Round 1: make a personal cross-industry plan 
• Round 2: look for curators / innovative websearch 
• Round 3: work with the cross-industry toolset 
• Round 4: business models from other companies 
• Idea-selection and provisional pitches 
• Idea-enrichment phase 
• Final presentations

cross-industry innovation 
What can we learn from other sectors?

crossindustryinnovation.com
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Programme: Tackle innovation challenges in a lateral way 
Co-create a cross-industry innovation program with one or multiple teams at your company to deliver 
tangible results 

Run

crossindustryinnovation.com

Practical: 
• Custom created programme  
• Between 2 - 6 months 
• 3 trainers & external experts 
• Custom research, expert 

meetings & company visits 
• Participants will receive the 

book 'Not invented here: 
cross-industry innovation' and 
a set of physical and online 
cross-industry tool cards

http://www.crossindustryinnovation.com
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Management Summary 22nd Century Learning Experience for ENGIE 

Goals: 
- Increase cross industry innovation capabilities of ENGIE 
- Learn from other sectors / industries / mètiers 
- Develop a new cost effective way to learn & collaborate within ENGIE 
- To deliver alternative insights to real business issues / strategic directions 

Drivers: 
- Possible new key insights / break throughs for 5 real business issues (backed by sponsors) 
- Develop a new cost effective way to learn within ENGIE 
- Expand and strengthen the ENGIE network for innovation 

Setup: 
- 5 teams cross function/country from ENGIE 
- a process of innovative skill development 
- engage in a structured way to learn cross industry 
- 3 main physical meetings & intermediate periods: project work in 5 teams, 5 people 
- inspiration & sharing via: tools (21 ways for innovation sets), inspirational videos, local meetings, ... 
- coaching also via (webex) meetings 
- do real cross-industry innovation with other top companies in physical & virtual ways 
- test & try: minimal viable products/process tests in the organisation 
- in 6 months: present results to sponsors & wider ENGIE Business Lines 

Benefits to ENGIE: 
- Meeting the goals will mean a considerable increase in innovative capacity for ENGIE 
- Key insights / break throughs for real business issues

  
A 6 month custom cross-industry innovation program multiple teams for ENGIE 

Programme example

http://www.crossindustryinnovation.com
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Project management

Learning process

Project 
1

Project 
4

Project 
3

Project 
2

Cross Over 
Kick-Off 

 Perceiving differently 
Art  of questioning 

Cross industry insights 
21 Ways 

Framing the project 
Planning visits 

Insights  
Festival 

Sharing experiences 
Sharing output 

Celebrate 

Challenge &  
Sharing 

Sharing experiences 
Learning from Experts 

Testing ideas 
Project work 

Concept & 
Combine 

Team  
collaboration 

Research, Visits, 
Coaching 

2 months

Combine &  
Create 

Team  
collaboration 

Visits, Testing,  
Coaching 

2 months

crossindustryinnovation.com

Project 
5

  
A 6 month custom cross-industry innovation program multiple teams for ENGIE 

Programme example
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A little taste of the energy  
we generate & co-create
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Cross-industry innovation boosts: 

• managing directors 
• innovation managers 
• business developers 
• strategists 
• marketeers 
• R&D managers 
• product and project managers 
• engineers 
… and anyone with an entrepreneurial spirit  
 
to exchange ideas, develop their skills to find cross-industry 
solutions for the challenges related to strategy, product, 
service, market, business model & leadership development.

Audience
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crossindustryinnovation.com

Benefits & insights: 
• Innovate by learning from other sectors  
• Get the knowledge and the tools to develop &  

implement new cross-industry insights  
• Meet leading cross-industry experts 
• Understand the challenges and common pitfalls 
• Meet & exchange ideas with people from various industries 
• Practice a systematic approach to cross-industry innovation  
• Run a full cross-industry innovation programme 
• Each participant receives the book: ‘Not invented here’, 

keynote/workshop materials & tool cards. 

cross-industry innovation 
keynotes, master classes & projects

http://www.crossindustryinnovation.com


We can only 
connect the dots 
that we collect.

— Amanda Palmer
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‘Cross-industry innovation and the book Not invented here is spot on! It illustrates exactly what today’s 
companies and leaders need to do: to look outside and learn from others.' 
Stan Steverink, Director Leadership Development - Hay Group 

'If you have a business challenge and you do not know what to do, Ramon and Marc have an answer with 
Not Invented Here. This concept encourages you to consider the possibility that someone else might already 
have solved your problem.'  
Tanyer Sonmezer, Group CEO - Management Centre Turkey  

'The more you are an expert in your own business, the more you need a cross-industry view in order to go 
beyond best practices and finding next practices︎ ︎asking the right questions and having the will to accept 
‘nearlings’ will remain key in our learning approach. I felt that reading this book was much like working with 
Ramon & Marc: inspiring, joyful and always ready to start learning all over again in search for new insights.'  
Nicole Van Autrève, Head of Learning & Development - ENGIE (previously ENGIE Energy Europe) 

'Not Invented Here will open your eyes and mind for cross-industry innovation! You’ll find a powerful toolbox 
for innovating your business model ︎. Stop talking; start innovating!’ 
Andreas Hinkelmann, CEO - Grupo ecoEnergias del Guadiana  

crossindustryinnovation.com
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Ramon Vullings
Ramon Vullings is a cross-industry expert, 
international keynote speaker, world traveller, 
business author on applied creativity & 
innovation, enthusiastic Master of Interaction, 
workshop & training facilitator and ideaDJ.

Cross-industry innovation is a 
clever way to jump-start your 
 innovation efforts by drawing 
analogies and transferring 
 approaches between contexts, 
beyond the borders of your own 
industry, sector, area or domain.

Not Invented Here provides you 
with cross-industry innovation 
strategies and tools.

www.crossindustryinnovation.com

cross-industry innovation

Praise for Not Invented Here

NOT INVENTED HERE

R A M O N  V U L L I N G S  &  M A R C  H E L E V E N

cross-industry innovation

Cross-industry innovation: 
the lessons from other sectorsWhere can a hospital apply principles from the airline sector?

How can a car manufacturer use tools from the video game industry?
What can an event organiser learn from the railways?

“The future of our economy is in cross-industry innovation. Different sectors can inspire 
each other in fi nding old solutions for new problems. This book will not only inspire you to 
discover these possibilities, but also make you smile!”  
Rinke Zonneveld — CEO of InnovationQuarter

“Not Invented Here is a must read for innovation seeking managers.” 
Niraj Dawar — Author of ‘TILT: Shifting Your Strategy from Products to Customers’, 
Professor of Marketing at Ivey Business School, Canada

“This is exactly what neuroscience says we should be doing to achieve innovation. 
Discovering best practices in other industries and adapting them to our needs to create 
next practices. Ramon & Marc present this in an elegant, inspiring and accessible way.”
Dr. Tara Swart — CEO of The Unlimited Mind & Senior Lecturer MIT Sloan

Marc Heleven
Marc Heleven is a cross-industry expert, 
professional web seacher for innovation 
inspiration, business author, SlideShare 
Keynote Author, workshop & training
facilitator and ideaDJ.

“A great idea is not an invention 
 — it’s a discovery.”

“Cross-industry innovation is the commitment we 

make to the process of asking questions, combining 

things, fi nding patterns and testing concepts.”

www.crossindustryinnovation.com

1. Cross-industry innovation
2. The art of questioning
3. Someone else has solved your problem
4. Inspiring industries & smart sectors
5. WWxD? — What Would x Do?
6. Your business challenges
7. The power of the unexpected
8. Remix your industry
9. Go out(ro)

Contact

Ramon Vullings 
ramon@ramonvullings.com 

+32(0)496234007 

For more info, video impressions, pictures  
and client testimonials, please visit: 

www.RamonVullings.com 

www.crossindustryinnovation.com 
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